I have had many laughs before, but this one is almost one to knock out someone.

The alt-righters are saying all these memes about "Space Whites" and "Space Exploration". Richard Spencer and the other Happas have found interesting points to confuse the gullible populace they have. And focus it on bullshit, such as the conquest of another planet in the future.

So imagine now all these fat kool-aid drinkers going to space. For what reason? I mean, why 'conquer' other planets? To bring them what? Deadly multiculturalism? MacDonald's? Christianity? Or what? So they can hear about this world's very interesting topics such as an argument on if gender exists or not?

Imagine Aids Skrillex into a spaceship going on the other end of the galaxy to instruct a tribe of recently growing individuals on WHAT? How he fucks his robot Waifu because he could never get a girlfriend? This movie is just worse than Godzilla.

The actual fact is that any civilization who is not invaded and is on a similar level as ours is way more mentally and spiritually advanced than we are. The alt-right as always takes something and completely misinterprets the meaning to fill it with bullshit and fill Anglin's bank account.

One such thing is the "Master Race". The Master Race is not a master race of other 'races', a slaver race, or anything like that. It's a race that has attained spiritual mastery and is therefore removed from the hierarchy of this filthy 'master and slave' mentality. In other words, such races would have better things to do than do the show off on another planet. But beware the space astronauts of the alt-right have a different understanding.

Because they are so sex thirsty, they just need waifus from Sirius Gamma and to have sex with figures from Avatar. Let's face it goyim, the best thing to do right now is to think about space exploration while this planet is going to shit. Don't worry though, everything is gonna be fine. Let's just get an overweight human whale to space, and this will be a great attainment.
And let's be honest now. Who wants the children of weev from a different alien civilization? Even if in other planets there is a race of robotic sexless pigs, I doubt they would want to intermingle any genetics here. For obvious reasons.

Such races don't need inferiors and slaves to serve them either. They can survive on their own. One of the basic manuscripts of the Thule Society (Hitler's early teachings on Race) speaks of such a race that lives isolated, presumably, underground in the earth. They live peacefully and advance without any problem, while they have the ability to flatten whole other races with one stroke. While I don't believe in the underground theory, the story accurately shows the existence of other civilizations who have attained mastery in some way.

So, in closing the bullshit Capitalism of the Kosher Alt-Right is reaching a height of these theories. While the jews used the White Goyim to spread all the christianity and aside from this many other positive things to the world as a byproduct, now they want to use the White Goyim to go for space exploration to give other innocents the Bible or some shit. And let's not forget fellow space explorers, Rabbi Putin is a Gentile and a Rabbi from the levant will save us. Now let's make plans to export this excrement by 2100 elsewhere as well.

Cause they don't know what they are missing out, out there in space. A lot of cancer, MacDonald's and jesus christ can be enforced on many other innocent civilizations as well.

The above is what happens when you have retarded, unspiritual 'leaders' who are kosher, and don't have the slightest personality developed in spirituality. Not only vanity, but dangerous vanity. The enemy jews and their alien cohorts are of the same thinking- spread out there, spread your disease and defilement, eat planets alive, and just keep going. The alt-right due to its kosher character is preaching the same message. While people have hardly mastered their footing, they want to go to 'space' in order to corrupt other people as well. This is the spirit of christianity, spiritual AIDS, just trying to force itself through the barrier of the universe and infect others as well.

Beware of the retards who haven't mastered not only the earth, but their own self, and want to also go to space. They are as retarded as jews.

Our Gods and other advanced beings (the ones we should be looking to) came to give us life and help us for very good reasons. And they have a clean house where they live without pooling excrement. Plus, they are inconceivably
advanced. If humanity as a whole ever reached this level, the conversation about such things could actually open. But we have a beautiful planet here, we have to save it, and we have to live here for so long we exist and probably more. Because this is actually a very beautiful planet. Those who seek meaning in the stars when they haven't found it in the dust beneath their feet, will never find it.

Space exploration or world exploration means nothing without inner world exploration. All of which these people have done absolutely nothing about. So, they still remain worse than apes. To put an ape on a spacesuit and send them on space I don't think this would mean much to the ape. If anything, it would only scare him and confuse him. In the same way such dreams are futile and worthless without any grounding.

Good luck on the 'space exploration'. As for anyone who really cares about White people, I have to remind the demographic is actually living here on earth for the time being. And will do so for a very long time.
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